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SPECIFICATIONS
MICRODERMOABRASION
SUCTION POWER: 		 Variable from 0 to 0,60 MPa
OXYGEN:
FILTERED: 		
REFRIGERATION: 		
OXYGEN OUTPUT: 		
PURITY: 		
OUTPUT PRESSURE: 		

Three stages and anti-bacterial
Two phases
Max. 10 Lpm
92% +/- 5%
0,8 bar

ULTRASOUND:
OPERATING FREQUENCY: 3 MHz
OUTPUT TYPE: 		 Continuous or pulsated
OUTPUT POWER: 		 Variable from 0 to 10 W
COLD/HOT HAMMER:
POWER: 		 Variable from 1 to 5 steps
TEMPERATURE: 		 Min. 50C / max. 400C
GENERAL:
NOISE LEVEL:		
WEIGHT: 		
DIMENSIONS: 		
ELECTRICAL
REQUIREMENTS: 		
		

< 55 dB
40 Kg
115 cm x 35 cm x 48 cm
220/230V 50Hz 4A
110/120V 60Hz 8A

SUPPLIES
- PLATINUM GMTTM DERMO SYSTEM CLOUD
- CASE WITH 9 DIAMOND TIPS, CONNECTIONS, FILTERS,
3 HAND PIECES FOR MICRODERMABRASION
- 3 ULTRASOUND HEADS (SHAPED FOR EYES, FACE,
AND BODY)
- COLD AND HOT HAMMER
- AEROGRAPH
- CONNECTION HOSES
- HUMIDIFIER
- WI-FI CONNECTION ACCESSORIES FOR GMT
CLOUD SYSTEM
- USER MANUAL AND WORK PROTOCOL
- TRAINING COURSE AND CERTIFICATES

APPLICATIONS
MICRODERMABRASION: effective in reducing fine lines, crows feet and expression lines; clears age spots and
minimizes acne scars. Ideal for facial cleansing, with abrasion and suction that eliminate skin impurities such as
blackheads, which encourages transpiration.
ULTRASOUND: Indicated for localized weight loss and stretch marks. Diminishes bags under the eyes. Beautifies skin.
OXYGEN THERAPY: Highly effective to renew skin cells. Promotes collagen re-growth and production of resistant
proteins. Eliminates all types of microorganisms, improving elastic fibers and contributing to toned and firm skin.

PLATINUM GMTTM DERMO SYSTEM CLOUD
IDEAL SKIN CARE

Platinum GMT™ DERMO System Cloud, is a multifunction machine that joins microdermabrasion and
ultrasound with a latest generation oxygen system that has achieved a wide range of applications for
the most complete and effective skin care.
		
Its nine diamond tips and three ultrasound heads allow for facial and body treatments, with a specific set
for the eye area. The cold/hot hammer acts as a calming, complementary agent after microdermabrasion,
as a supplement to complete facial treatments. In addition, it features a remote connection through the
Internet for productivity and technical monitoring (GMT Cloud system).

DEVICES
Continuous data delivery· Receipt of requests ·
Incident reports

OWNER
Real-time data requests · Automatic reports ·
Custom reports

CLOUD GMT
SERVER

SPAIN

SMARTPHONE

COMPUTER

USA

TECHNICAL SERVICE
Device technical data
Remote diagnosis and device repair

CHILE

CLOUD GMT
REMOTE
CONTROL
SYSTEM

TABLET

The Platinum GMT™ Series features the exclusive Cloud technology with remote control system.
Cloud GMT incorporates operation transmission data from the devices to the cloud (Cloud Computing) for a complete centres management. This allows the business owner to access the system
from any Internet connected gadget (computer, tablet, Smartphone) and see in real time the work
being done at the centre without the possibility of errors or data manipulation as it accesses the
machine directly.
The Cloud GMT system also allows our customer service to carry out preventive checks that may
troubleshoot malfunctioning devices remotely or anticipate computer updates, reducing downtime due to repairs. Having real-time warnings of any incident or malfunctioning can be taken care
of immediately.
Cloud GMT uses a web application developed exclusively to manage each device. The user can
access the device with the appropriate passwords and download any information to a Internet
connected gadget.
In addition to automatically generating and sending periodic reports of each session; it allows
the user to setup any alarms regarding different device performance indicators such as: power,
temperature, frequency and others. It can also generate information about the clinic use of the
devices (number of pulses per area, sessions per day, etc.), sending warnings to responsible parties if the parameters are outside set ranges. This information comes to the owner’s cell phone
automatically, allowing you to have complete control of your business from anywhere in the
world at any time.
>
>
>
>
>

Maximum / minimum billings.
Information about workers and customers.
Excess time used by an operator in a session.
Turning on/off the device when it should not be in use.
Ability to prepare custom-made reports.

GMT is the only company that offers this technology.

CLOUD GMT
REPORT SAMPLE
CENTRE: USERGMT

DEVICE: E-09999-13-13

DEVICE TYPE: OXYGEN-DERMABRASION-ULTRASOUND

Nº

DATE

TREATMENT

START TIME

END TIME

DURATION

MINUTES
DONE

TOTAL
MINUTES

TOTAL SESSIONS

OPERATOR

CLIENT

1

04/04/2014

OXYGEN

09:10:24

09:25:59

15 MIN.

15

648

29

00000E12F4

000588BF2F

2

04/04/2014

COLD-HOT

09:53:16

09:58:31

6 MIN.

5

633

28

00000E12F4

3

04/04/2014

ULTRASOUND

11:21:58

11:43:31

22 MIN.

20

628

27

00000E12F4

000768BFE2
000658C0C1

4

04/04/2014

COLD-HOT

12:15:16

112:21:56

20 MIN.

20

608

26

00000E12F4

000768BF2C

5

03/04/2014

OXYGEN

09:15:24

09:20:59

5 MIN.

5

588

25

00000E12F4

000768C151

6

03/04/2014

DERMABRASION

09:53:16

10:02:31

9 MIN.

8

580

24

00000E12F4

000748BF57
000768C0C0

7

03/04/2014

COLD-HOT

11:21:58

11:27:31

6 MIN.

5

580

23

00000E12F4

8

03/04/2014

ULTRASOUND

12:15:16

12:36:56

19 MIN.

19

575

22

00000E12F4

000768C11D

9

03/04/2014

OXYGEN

12:30:38

12:36:24

6 MIN.

5

556

21

00000E12F4

000768BFFD

10

03/04/2014

DERMABRASION

15:16:37

15:26:12

9 MIN.

9

551

20

00000E12F4

00074D5B80

GLOBAL
MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGY

COMPANY

Global Medical Technology, LLC (GMT) began operations in 1998 in the field of aesthetics, specializing in the development, marketing and maintenance of equipment intended for hair removal,
weight loss and skin treatments using non-invasive methods.
GMT manufactures and distributes leading aesthetics devices, according to each country’s
standards. GMT represents a quality benchmark at a competitive cost distinguished by unique
developed systems.
The constant investment in Research and Development makes the Platinum GMT™ Series one of
the most well-known and technologically advanced devices in the world. Over 1,500 cosmetic
clinics in different countries use GMT devices.

GMT > Proven Results. Many years on the market and > Treatment Speed. Compared to similar deviCOMPETITIVE the large number of clinics using our technolo- ces currently in the market, GMT’s have the
ADVANTAGES gy prove that the quality of our devices is
highest performance pulses per minute and
higher compared to other manufacturers.

treatments spot size, ensuring the most efficient service.

> Exclusive GMT Cloud technology allows owners
full remote control of the treatments at each
> High performance. Its unique cooling system
clinic (sessions, schedules, operators... ), acces- with sapphire crystals allows these devices
sing the system in real time from anywhere via
to be working for hours without overheating.
Internet-connected devices. It also allows GMT
> Easy to use. Its proprietary and intuitive
customer service to monitor the equipment.
software automatically calculates all
This helps prevent possible breakdowns and
parameters in just three steps.
facilitates online repair when needed, reducing
downtime of the device.
> Computer Monitoring. To keep both users and
clients records.
> The GMT Department of Education trains and
certifies all personnel in charge of providing > System Upgrades. Allows clinics using these
aesthetic services, and answers treatments
devices to ensure appropriate technological
related questions. This ensures that no comresponses to competitors’ improvements.
petitor will have the same level of service,
knowledge or attention to their customers.
Global Medical Technology has its own techniTECHNICAL > Ongoing training and counseling
SERVICES > Cloud GMT Service: remote control of the devices cal service so that in case of breakdown custo> Warranty
> Sale of parts and accessories guaranteed
> Technical Services Contracts
> GMT-business owner coordinated operation
of the devices
> Maintenance and infrequent repairs

mer response is immediate and in most cases
the problem fixed in less than 24 hours after.

